Research on effectiveness of various concepts for modelling the bankruptcy of companies from the logistics sector is described in this article. In order to present this issue more completely the above-mentioned prediction of possible negative effects for the conducted business activity was conducted for all companies operating in that sector in the Podkarpacie region. The study was supported by the data from the database EMIS (Emerging Markets Information Service ). A wide range of 28 financial indicators was grouped into five groups i.e. liquidity ratios, profitability, debt, performance, and financial respectively. The above mentioned research trial was divided into a group of companies -so-called ill -in relation to which the bankruptcy was declared and healthy ones (of good financial condition).
INTRODUCTION
Insolvency, also called bankruptcy, constitutes a fundamental element of enterprises in the economic sense. Frequency of its appearance has on the one hand a deep influence on the result of economic growth and unemployment and on the other hand on the so-called financial stability, both in relation towards banks and towards broadly defined financial markets. Thus on the micro level insolvency can be perceived as the main credit risk factor, posing primary problem for the mentioned banks and investors, whereas on the macroscale as a negative element of possible recession. The current period of economic recession on the global markets has lately increased discussions on effective way of predicting the companies' bankruptcy. Emerging solution concepts in that scope do not always allow to predict possible risk of bankruptcy effectively, thus do not always give signal for possible countermeasures. Multitude of solutions in scope of bankruptcy risk modelling does not always goes hand in hand with their "quality". The content of this publication is the issue of effectiveness evaluation of widely used ways of predicting companies' bankruptcy. In order to present a more comprehensive opinion about commonly used mechanisms in that scope a modelling for one-and two year prediction periods has been conducted. Research sample is made of logistics companies from the Podkarpacie region. Companies have been divided into two groups, i.e. group of the so-called healthy companies, not threatened with bankruptcy and ones that in a given period declared bankruptcy. Such approach was aimed at verification of researched methods in relation to the prediction horizon. Analyzed methods have been divided into three categories, namely models of logistic regression, artificial neural networks and method of classification and regression trees.
ANALYSIS OF CHOSEN LITERATURE CONCERNING RESEARCH ON
COMPANIES' BANKRUPTCY RISK An exhaustive analysis of works concerning the issue of predicting companies' bankruptcy risk can be found in the work (Kumar & Ravi, 2007) . The authors analyzed 128 publications concerning the issue of predicting companies' bankruptcy risk, which were published in a period from 1968 to 2005. Analysis of publications has been conducted from a perspective of usage of statistical methods and artificial intelligence methods to solve problems related with predicting companies' and banks' bankruptcy risk. Most publications concerned research of bankruptcy risk for companies (both listed and non-listed). Out of 128 analyzed publications only a dozen concerned research on bank bankruptcy risk. In some publications both companies and banks bankruptcy models have been researched. Volume of research sample used by various authors in their research is very diverse (it ranges from 24 up to even 8977). Similar time periods for used financial data were diversified and included different time periods from 1997 to 2003 with a time horizon from one year up to even a couple of years. Usage of research techniques by various authors is also very diverse. In research of this type one successfully uses both statistical methods, such as: discriminant analysis, models of logistic regression, decision trees and methods of nearest neighbours, as well as methods based on the optimization algorithms of operational research or methods of Predicting bankruptcy of companies… 115 artificial intelligence, such as: neural networks, theory of rough sets, mathematical programming, genetic algorithms, etc.). The most commonly used statistical techniques to research companies' bankruptcy are based on discriminant analysis, logit models and decision trees. Nowadays they are very rarely used as sole and only research methods. They are used rather as a comparison model, in relation to other non-statistical models, or as component models in hybrid approaches. One vital issue in regards to application of statistical methods to predict companies' bankruptcy is the work of Altman (Altman & Haldeman & Narayanan, 1977) , where for the first time authors introduced a new model of classification of bankrupted companies, which they named "Zeta analysis". Ohlson (Ohlson, 1980) proposed a model of logistic regression to research the risk of companies' bankruptcy, while in 2002 Kolari and others (Kolari & Glennon & Shin & Caputo, 2002) introduced the so-called bankruptcy risk early warning system for large banks in the USA, also based on the logistic regression model. Effectiveness of correct classifications for data collected one year before bankruptcy amounted up to more than 96%, whereas for data two years before bankruptcy up to more than 95%. Among non-statistical methods used in classification of companies bankrupted because of bankruptcy the most often used ones are neural networks models. Tam and Kiang (Tam & Kiang, 1992 ) compared classifying quality of bankrupted companies for LDA models, logistic regression, k-nearest neighbours with neural networks models. Neural network models estimated by them had the best classifying statistics for prediction horizon of 1 year. In the case of data for 2 years before bankruptcy period the best model turned out to be an LDA model. Fletcher and Goss (Fletcher & Goss, 1993) used neural networks models to predict bankruptcy of a company in relation to logit model. They used a technique of V-times cross-validation to choose the best model and used 3 independent indicators (data was taken for 33 researched enterprises) as potential bankruptcy predictors in created and trained neural networks. Classifying quality of estimated neural network model amounted to 82%, whereas for an alternative logit model only to 77%. More about usage of different types of artificial neural networks in predicting companies' bankruptcy can be additionally found in works (Lee & Booth & Alam, 2005) , (Lam, 2004) , (Leshno & Spector, 1996) , (Wilson & Sharda, 1994) , (Kiviluoto, 1998 ). Two research samples were created. The first one included these bankrupted companies from the logistics sector and healthy companies corresponding to them, for which statistical data for one year before bankruptcy period was available (1-year prediction horizon). The second research sample included these bankrupted and healthy companies for which statistical data for two years before bankruptcy period was available (2-year prediction horizon). For each of research samples one corresponding healthy company not threatened with bankruptcy was chosen for one bankrupted company. Selection of healthy companies was preceded by a thorough indicator analysis and the only chosen companies from logistics sector were the ones which indicators pointed at good financial condition and ability to pay their liabilities.
CHARACTERISTICS OF FINANCIAL FACTORS AND RESEARCH SAMPLES USED TO PREDICT BANKRUPTCY OF LOGISTICS COMPANIES
Research sample for data one year before bankruptcy period included: 33 bankrupted companies and 33 healthy companies (statistical data for one year before bankruptcy was available for only that number of companies), whereas in the case of data for 2 years before bankruptcy period there were 57 healthy companies and 57 bankrupted ones.
Research samples were divided randomly into two samples: the learning sample, on the basis of which the prediction model parameters were estimated, and test sample researching the effectiveness of correct classifications. The learning sample for one year prediction horizon included: 47 companies (23 bankrupts and 24 non-bankrupts), whereas the test sample included: 19 companies (10 bankrupts and 9 non-bankrupts). For two year prediction horizon the learning sample included 86 logistic companies (43 bankrupts and non-bankrupts), whereas the test sample included: 28 companies (14 bankrupts and nonbankrupts).
In order to scrutinize influence of chosen variables explanatory variable on explained variable -identifying the companies' bankruptcy a ranking analysis of predictors was conducted. A vital issue when choosing proper predictors is also posed by a necessity to choose only such predictors which have the best prognostic properties in scope of separation, i.e. distinguishing between bankrupt and healthy companies. When preparing a ranking of predictors depending on their classifying power one can use in practice the following factors: Information Value (IV), Gini factor and Cramer's V factor. IV factor -information value of a predictor is expressed by the formula:
where: k -the number of attributes (variability intervals) of the examined predictor, NB i n -the number of healthy companies for i-variability interval of predictor's value, B i n -the number of bankrupted companies for i-variability interval of predictor's value, The higher the values of IV factor, the higher the predictive power of the explanatory variable in scope of differentiation between healthy and bankrupted companies. It is assumed that IV values above 0.3 point out to a strong predictive power, while values below 0.02 show complete lack of such predictive power.
Gini factor is based on Lorenz curve factor (for the so-called ROC curve -Receiver Operating Characteristic). It expresses a ratio of fields on the graph of ROC curve (see fig.  1 ) which is expressed by the formula:
where: k -the number of attributes (variability intervals) of the examined diagnostic variable, It is assumed that values of the Gini factor below 0.35 point out that predictor does not have a sufficient classifying ability to correctly distinguish between healthy and bankrupted companies. The higher the V-Cramer's factor values (closer to 1), the better predictive power of the examined indicator in predicting companies' bankruptcy.
CHARACTERISTICS OF MODELS USED IN PREDICTING BANKRUPTCY OF LOGISTICS COMPANIES
To predict bankruptcy risk of companies from the logistics sector in this work the following statistical models of bankruptcy classification were used: logistic regression and CRT classification trees. However, from non-statistical methods (using artificial intelligence methods) neural networks models based on multilayer perceptrons (MLP) were used.
Models of logistic regression -Logit
General form of two-state model of logistic regression describing dependence of the possibility of bankruptcy of examined companies depending on a set of factors influencing the occurrence of this event is expressed by function:
In order to choose potential variables for a logit model a factor analysis was used as well as values of ranking statistics for importance of predictors (Tab. 1 and Tab. 2). For prediction horizon of 1 year the X 23 and X 28 variable were discarded from the list of potential variables, because they had low value of ranking measures, whereas for a model with prediction horizon of 2 years the following variables were discarded: X 12 , X 19 , X 22 , X 23 , X 24 , X 28 .
After implementing factor analysis the following variables were chosen for estimating model for a one year prediction horizon: X 26 , X 18 , X 20 , X 11 , X 22 , X 5 , X 10 as well as other variables (weakly correlated with factors and between themselves): X 1 , X 2 , X 7 , X 15 , X 24 , X 25 , X 27
A list of potential diagnostic indicators for a model with two year prediction horizon, including variables: X 3 , X 5 , X 7 , X 8 , X 9 , X 13 , X 17 , X 21 , X 25 was selected in a similar way.
To estimate parameters of logistic regression model a module of generalized linear and non-linear models was used (generalized logit model).
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In the estimated models there were only these diagnostic variables, for which the Wald statistics value was statistically relevant on the level of p<0.05.
The table below (Tab. 1) presents estimated coefficients and values of Wald statistics for both logit models with 1 year and 2 year prediction horizon. 
Classification trees -C&RT
C&RT (Classification and Regression Trees) is a tool for statistical analysis of data used to create classification and regression models. Tree is a kind of a graphic model, created as a result of recurrent division of a set of output observations into numerous subsets. The aim of such division is to gain subsets as homogenous as possible in regards to dependent variable value. Algorithm of recurrent division (so-called Recursive Partitioning) can use different independent variable on each stage of division. All independent variables (predictors) are always taken into account and the chosen variable guarantees the best division of node, namely one receives division into the most homogenous subsets.
Algorithms of decision trees can be divided into 3 basic types: C&RT trees algorithms were used in this publication to analyze bankruptcy of logistics companies. A Statistica package module -General models of classification and regression trees was used. All 28 financial indicators were chosen as entry variables. Gini measure was used as a method of trees division, whereas to choose the best trunked tree -a Vtimes cross-validation, as a rule of one standard error. Minimization of average costs of incorrect classification was used as a criterion of optimal tree trunking (the same costs of incorrect classification, equal to 1, were set for bankrupts and non-bankrupts).
Structure of the best classification trees for one year and two year prediction horizon is presented in Table (tab. 2 ). There are also rules of tree division and node creation, as well as classification effectiveness of trees given in the table. For a classification tree for a one year prediction the average costs of incorrect classification amounted to 0.106 for a learning sample and 0.162 for a test sample. For a two year prediction these costs amounted to 0.256 and 0.258, respectively.
The figure below (fig. 2 ) presents a graphic illustration of a classification tree to classify logistics companies threatened with bankruptcy in one year period horizon. Healthy company Bankrupt Fig. 2 . Graphic illustration of tree structure for classifying logistics companies for a one year period horizon Source: own study.
Artificial neural networks -MLP
Artificial neural networks are one of the most commonly used techniques to solve problems of correct classification of companies threatened with bankruptcy. The structure of an artificial neural network is modelled after human brain models. Neural networks comprise of many elements processing pieces of information -so-called neurons. Functioning schematic of an artificial network neuron is presented in the figure below (see fig. 3a ). Each neuron processes entry signals, marked in figure with into one output signal . Weights play a very significant role in this model, they are marked by , which on the one hand define the importance of information provided by channel upon entry, on the other hand they record relations occurring between entry signals and output signal. On the basis of data appearing upon entry of a neuron a linear combination of weight vector and entry data is calculated. This combination defines the so-called total neuron stimulation . Signal occurring at the output of a neuron is a function of neuron activation , dependent on the total neuron stimulation.
In practical applications various forms of neuron activation function are assumed. The simplest form is identity function of neuron activation . More complex activation functions are also used (Witkowska, 2002) , such as: threshold function, linear function, logistic function, exponential function, hyperbolic tangent, sinus function, Gauss function and others. Artificial neural networks are built from many layers of neurons connected with many structural and topological interrelations. Neurons that belong to the first layer create entries to the network and create the so-called network entry layer. The neurons belonging to the last layer are the network exits and create an exit layer of a topological structure of an artificial neural network. Between outer layers of network (entry and exit ones) there are often intermediate layers of neurons creating the so-called hidden layers of network (neurons that create them are called hidden neurons).
Usage of neural networks to predict bankruptcy of logistics companies was conducted by using an Automatic Neural Networks module from Statistica 10.0 package. Artificial neural networks module from Statistica package has embedded algorithms of automatic analysis of neural networks, enabling automatic search for the best neural networks, which have the best classifying properties for a given set of diagnostic variables. Constructed neural networks were MLP (multilayer perceptron)-type networks, which had only one layer of hidden neurons. Two versions of entry data were used (both for one year and two 2) were on a properly high level (at least one indicator of ranking measure higher than 0.4), whereas in the second version as entry variables only those were chosen which were chosen as significant for logit and discriminative models. This is why the number of neurons in a hidden layer depended on the number of entry variables in a network and it changed depending on the chosen version in a range between 3 and 21 hidden neurons.
In the process of training (learning) of neural networks a BFGS (Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno) algorithm was used -it uses quasi Newton's method and two versions of error function were used: sum of squares ERR SoS and cross entropy (CE -Cross Entropy) ERR CE .
Usage of Artificial Neural Networks module in the Statistica package allowed for an automatic choice of the best networks for a given set of entry variables and research sample (learning and test ones), for which the total error of classification correctness is the lowest. Table 3 presents a summary of learning results for 4 best networks (one for each version of entry variables and chosen prediction horizon). Source: own study.
VALIDATION OF ESTIMATED BANKRUPTCY MODELS
In order to choose the best models for practical applications, which will be used to predict bankruptcy of logistics companies from the Podkarpacie region, estimated models of bankruptcy prediction were subject to thorough validation analysis. Usefulness of models Source: own study.
I-type error, namely the percentage of incorrectly qualified healthy companies (also often denoted as: 1-specificity) is expressed with the formula: 11 11
where:
1 Eff (I-type effectiveness or the so-called specificity) -the percentage of correctly qualified companies as not threatened with bankruptcy.
II-type error, namely the percentage of incorrectly qualified bankrupts (often also denoted as: 1-sensitivity) is expressed with the formula: 22 In the process of validation of models for classification of companies threatened with bankruptcy the most commonly used are the following model validation measures: Information Value (IV) factor, Gini factor and Divergence factor, as well as KolmogorovSmirnov statistics and Hosmer-Lemeshow statistics.
Information value factor (IV) for model expresses the ability of the model to separate division of results for a population of bankrupts and non-bankrupts. It is calculated according to the formula (1) by previously putting objects from the sample in order, sorting them in decreasing order in relation to estimated values of probability of objects affiliation with negative class on the basis of a model (probability of company's bankruptcy).
Gini factor is used to examine superiority of estimated model over random modelrandomly made decisions. It is calculated using the formula (2), however, one should firstly put objects in order in research samples in relation to decreasing values of bankruptcy probability. k index present in formulas (1) and (2) means in this case the number of different attributes or categories of variability for values of bankruptcy probability in research samples.
Validation values of IV and Gini factors are interpreted as follows: the higher (closer to 1) the values of these factors, the better the model's ability to correctly classify bankrupts and non-bankrupts. Whereas for models with a strong predictive power they should take values of at least 0.35 or higher.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics value (KS statistics) defines the maximal distance between distribution functions for conditional distributions in population of healthy companies (NB) and bankrupts (B) and is calculated using the formula (Thomas, 2009):
Divergence also expresses a unit of measure of distance between the scrutinized conditional distributions of bankruptcy probability for both company classes and it is described with the following formula (Thomas, 2009 It is assumed that divergence should take values above 0.5, in order for the scrutinized distributions to lay far enough from each other and the scrutinized model to have acceptable ability to properly separate bankrupts from companies not threatened with bankruptcy.
Hosmer-Lemeshow statistics is based on Chi-squared statistics and it is calculated using the following formula (Thomas, 2009 ):
where: The previously characterized measures measure the discriminative quality of models. To examine both discriminative quality and calibration precision of models to learning data and test data one uses brier factor (Brier Score) and LL factor (Likelihood of the model).
Brier factor BS is calculated using the following formula (Löffler, Posch, 2007 The lower the Brier factor value, the better calibrated is the model for data and it should have better prediction properties.
LL model reliability factor (LL) is defined with the following formula (Prusak, 2005) :
where: n -the number of observations, The higher the values of classification model reliability for a learning sample, the better it is calibrated on the basis of entry data. High values of reliability indicator for the test sample should point to good classifying value of the model also for new, unknown cases.
The table below (Tab. 5) presents validation statistics for all examined models of predicting bankruptcy of logistics companies Source: own study.
CONCLUSIONS
When setting predictions of possible bankruptcy with help of examined models it is worth introducing a separation into two groups, like it was done previously. One of them comprises of predictions made by models estimated on the basis of data for the period of one year before bankruptcy, the second one includes predictions for the same group of models, however estimated on the basis of data for two years until the bankruptcy moment (Tab. 7). In the first case we consider a sample of 82 "healthy" logistics entities from the Podkarpacie region. In the second version the total number of companies amounts up to 61. Dividing the above bankruptcy probabilities into two categories, namely one up to a value of 0.5 and the other more than 0.5(non-bankrupt or bankrupt), one needs to underline the fact that among operating logistics companies from Podkarpacie there are no negative indicators for the whole sector. the worst negative premises concerning whole groups of companies are given with help of an artificial neural network MLP models, because they exceed value of 0.4 and they are much higher than the two others. In the case of estimations on the basis of data for two years before bankruptcy period one can observe improvement in indications of artificial neural network models and deterioration of classification trees' indications. When evaluating average predictions for a period from one up to three years it can be generally said that only average two year indications show signals of possible bankruptcy. Of course, the longer the prediction horizon, the higher the bankruptcy possibility. An interesting comparison in case of prediction values in section of four examined models can be the illustration of a number of signs for possible companies' bankruptcy (Tab. 8). Large number of companies was in the group of so-called small threat in regard to possible predictions concerning bankruptcy. Entities for which none or one of the examined models showed a potential danger of bankruptcy can be included in this class. One needs to underline the fact that high number of companies in a survey of estimated methods does not have any negative indications. It may prove a really solid position of these entities. This group makes more than a half of the researched ones. When comparing estimations on the basis of data for one year and two years before the bankruptcy period, the second group fares better. In this case one can observe a distinct declining trend for a number of companies in relation to the number of possible negative indications. An interesting juxtaposition can be made of signals for being threatened with bankruptcy for each researched model (Tab. 9). Here one can conduct a real evaluation of the quality of their indications. It seems that the most stable, without regard to the examined version, is the logit model. The most sensitive are models of artificial neural networks. When performing a general evaluation of the examined group of models one has to implement the previously used division. So for estimations on the basis of data for one year before bankruptcy period of a given entity the best results are produced by a model of the C&RT classification trees, mainly for the so-called learning sample and models of artificial neural networks for the test sample. As for the second group, model of artificial neural networks MLP 22-17-2 for both test and learning groups can be used.
